Since our first hand propelled tricycle was conceived and produced in 1970 for a local charity, Theraplay has sought to design and manufacture stylish cycles which are appealing to children and adults of all ages. Now in our 5th decade, the range has expanded to 21 cycles in various sizes and styles, all manufactured in the UK to the same high standards using quality components and materials. Many of the designs and unique features of our products have been influenced by suggestions from riders, families and therapists. We are always working on new designs and ideas to enable even more riders to enjoy the thrill of cycling.

Goals

Cycling is an exercise that can be enjoyed throughout life. As we age not only does our physical stature change but our ability to cycle can also vary, sometimes it will improve other times we may need a little more assistance. Theraplay cycles are modular and are designed to adapt to the changing needs of the rider, supports can be changed or transferred between models and cycles can be part-exchanged to reduce the life-time cost of cycling.

Benefits of cycling

Increasingly therapists and families are realising the benefits to be gained from riding tricycles. Not only are they seeing the fun thing gives the rider, they are witnessing the therapeutic benefits it provides through muscle stimulation and cardiovascular exercise. 

“Lower-limb cycling for 3 sessions per week of 20 minutes each over a period ranging from 1.5 to 16 months improved cardiorespiratory fitness in a sample of 32 children and young adults with CP.” United Cerebral Palsy 2008.

Cycling offers the chance for individuals to exercise muscles without impact and to be supported at the pelvis, feet and hands. Theraplay has a range of options to provide the optimum support at these three points of contact to enable the rider to achieve the greatest reward for their effort. It is our goal to get each rider cycling independently in a safe and controlled manner.

Key Theraplay products are:

- Tricycles
- Family Cycling
- Quad Cycles
- Hand Cycles
- Playground Cycles

Free Assessments

Theraplay offers the chance for every rider to take a cycle for a test ride. We strongly recommend that when purchasing our products you take advantage of our free, no-obligation assessment service which is available throughout the UK and Ireland. These are conducted by our experienced Product Advisors who will give guidance on the appropriate options and provide detailed quotations for the cost.

Warranty and Aftercare

All our products are supplied with a 2 year warranty. We can also offer an on-site inspection and service facility for complete peace of mind.
The tricycles are available in five sizes and share the same distinctive sporty appearance. Comfortable support is provided by the extra-wide padded saddle, an anatomically correct handlebar rest firmly fixed for a stable seating position. Tricycles are equipped with the adjustable high-life boomerang pedals and adjustable seat which permit to regulate the saddle in the extreme position on pedaling coasted to help in a climbable manner. The secure feeling provided by the broad wheelbase and well balanced handling coupled with the extensive range of positional accessories ensure that each trike can be tailored to the individual requirements of each rider.

### Tricycles

**Imp**
- Designed with younger children in mind, the Imp is suitable for children from around 2½ years. It has a low gear ratio for easy pedalling, 12½″ wheels, caliper brake and smaller diameter handlebars for smaller fingers and hands.
- From 2.5yrs

**Terrier**
- A rugged trike for children from 4½ years, this model has 16″ wheels and a caliper brake with a parking brake mechanism. The Terrier has a frame folding mechanism option which allows the frame to be folded for transportation and storage.
- A robust tricycle designed to accommodate the larger and heavier child. The Terrier has 16″ wheels, a caliper brake with a parking brake mechanism and an option which allows the frame to be folded for transportation and storage.
- From 4.5yrs

**TMX**
- A robust tricycle designed to accommodate the larger and heavier child. The TMX has 20″ wheels, a caliper brake with a parking brake mechanism and an option which allows the frame to be folded for transportation and storage.
- The TMX has 20″ wheels, a caliper brake with a parking brake mechanism and an option which allows the frame to be folded for transportation and storage.
- A robust trike designed for teenagers and is fitted with 20″ alloy wheels.
- A larger version of the Tracker trike which is for teenagers and adults. It has 24″ wheels, a caliper brake with a parking brake mechanism and all options allow the frame to be folded for transportation and storage.
- The Tracker is designed for teenagers and is fitted with 20″ alloy wheels.

### Measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Overall Length</th>
<th>Overall Width</th>
<th>To Suit Inside Leg</th>
<th>Seat to Handlebars</th>
<th>Max User Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imp</td>
<td>39 1/2″ (1000mm)</td>
<td>24″ (610mm)</td>
<td>12 1/2″ (320mm)</td>
<td>15 1/2″ (395mm)</td>
<td>11″ (280mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrier</td>
<td>45 1/2″ (1140mm)</td>
<td>29″ (735mm)</td>
<td>16 1/2″ (420mm)</td>
<td>21 1/2″ (545mm)</td>
<td>14″ (360mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMX</td>
<td>59 1/2″ (1500mm)</td>
<td>29″ (735mm)</td>
<td>20″ (510mm)</td>
<td>25 1/2″ (640mm)</td>
<td>19″ (480mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracker 20″</td>
<td>65 1/2″ (1650mm)</td>
<td>31 1/2″ (800mm)</td>
<td>24″ (610mm)</td>
<td>29″ (740mm)</td>
<td>21 1/2″ (535mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracker 24″</td>
<td>69 1/2″ (1753mm)</td>
<td>31 1/2″ (800mm)</td>
<td>25 1/2″ (640mm)</td>
<td>30″ (762mm)</td>
<td>22″ (560mm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Models

- **Tracker 20″**: A larger version of the Tracker trike which is for teenagers and adults. It has 24″ wheels, a caliper brake with a parking brake mechanism and all options allow the frame to be folded for transportation and storage.
- **Tracker 24″**: A larger version of the Tracker trike which is for teenagers and adults. It has 24″ wheels, a caliper brake with a parking brake mechanism and all options allow the frame to be folded for transportation and storage.

### Accessories

- Model shown with adjustable trunk support and footstalls.
- Model shown with in-line trunk support, contour saddle and footstalls.
- Model shown with tractor style saddle.
- Model shown with in-line trunk support, contour saddle and footstalls.